
the grid  
Excerpts from Ellen Lupton’s 
Thinking with Type and Graphic 
Design: The New Basics.
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why use a grid?
A grid breaks space or time in to 
regular units. A grid can be simple 
or complex, specific or generic, tight-
ly defined or loosely interpreted. 

Typographic grids are all about 
control. They establish a system 
for arranging content within the 
space of a page, screen or built 
environment. Consistent margins 
and columns create an underlying 
structure that unifies the pages of 
a document and makes the layout 
process more efficient. Addition-
ally, the grid lends structure to white 
spaces, which cease to be merely 
blank and passive voids but participate 
in the rhythm of the overall system. 

The grid can work quietly in the 
background, or it can assert itself as 
an active element. The Illustrated  

London News layout
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single-column grid
One column works well for  
simple layouts. If there are no  
images or secondary information 
styles (like captions or sidebars), 
then a one-column grid will work 
fine. Note that the folios and page 
numbers align to the margins of  
the grid.



5single column continued

Left: Jessica Hische, Top: Field Book of Nature Photography, Bottom: Hand and Soul



6single column continued
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multi-column grid
Using multiple columns provides 
a flexible format for publications 
that have a complex hierarchy or 
that integrate text and illustrations. 
The more columns you create, the 
more flexible your grid becomes. A 
text or image can occupy a single 
column or it can span several. Not 
all the space has to be filled.
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Left: Seed Magazine, Top: Spread from The 
New Architecture, Bottom: Symmetrical, 
multi-column grids
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Top: Designer Unknown, Middle: Gottschalk+Ash Left: Tankboys, 
Bottom: Ben Bos and Benno Wissing

multi-column continued
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multi-column grid with 
horizontal anchor
In addition to creating verti-
cal zones within the columns of 
the grid, you can also divide the 
page horizontally. For example, 
an area across the top can be re-
served for images and captions, 
and body text can ‘hang’ from a 
common line. 



12multi-column w/ horizontal anchor
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modular grid
A modular grid has consistent hori-
zontal division from top to bottom, 
in addition to vertical divisions from 
left to right. These modules govern 
the placement and cropping of pic-
tures as well as text. 



14modular continued
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charts & data
The design of charts and graphs 
is a rich and subtle area of typo-
graphic practice. In a data table, 
the grid acquires semantic sig-
nificance. Designers often over 
emphasize the grid, rather than 
allowing the data to command 
the page and stake out its  
own territory.

Nick Feltron
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The redesign of this table eliminates many 
of the ruled lines, replacing them, where 
needed, with a pale tone that unifies the 

long horizontal rows of data. The rede-
signed chart also replaces most of the 

numerals with dots, a technique that lets 
the eye visually compare results without  
having to read each numeral separately.

charts & data continued
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breaking the grid
For some graphic designers, it 
has become an unquestioned 
part of the working process that 
yields precision, order, and clari-
ty. For others it is symbolic of the 
Old Guard aesthetic oppression, 
a stifling cage that hinders the 
search for expression.


